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In this thesis, with approach of historical analyses and case studies, the 
author aims at analyze of current definition and identification of Agency 
Permanent Establishment (hereafter called PE) in modern trade business, 
partnership, relationship between parent and subsidiaries, and insurance business, 
and at the challenges it is confronted in electronic commerce. Moreover, the 
author’s opinion with respect to Chinese international taxation policy is presented 
on a basis of an evaluation of current international taxation policy in China. The 
whole paper is divided into five chapters. 
Chapter one gives some commentaries of some concepts on which this thesis 
bases. First, history and development of the concept of Agency PE are introduced, 
based on Model Tax Conventions and their commentaries such as OECD and UN 
Model Convention and in combination with the taxation administrative practices 
and judicial cases of some countries. Second, a comprehensive comparison of 
concept of agency between civil law and common law is made with a perspective 
of international private law. 
Chapter two focuses on analyses of requirements of agency PE based on 
Model Tax Conventions and their commentaries and practices of some countries. 
Chapter three pays attentions to identification of agency PE in particular cases, 
including partnership, relationship between parent company and subsidiaries, and 
insurance business. 
In chapter four, the applicability of the current concept of Agency PE in 
electronic commerce is discussed because the way of transnational commerce 
over the Internet is quite different from the way of traditional transnational 
commerce and is challenging the current concept of PE. 
Chapter five, on the basis of concepts of Agency PE in international taxation 
law of China, analyses are conducted into the economic background and 














our country. In addition, some opinions with respect to principles and policy 
concerning international taxation, which we should stick to, are presented. 
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第一章  相关术语的定义 
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一种是“代理型”常设机构（第 5条第 5款）。 
（一）“场所型”常设机构 
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理人丧失独立地位而成为常设机构的可能性并规定了相关条件。值得注意的























                                                        








































                                                        
2 GIUSEPPE PERSICO. Agency Permanent Establishment under Article 5 of the OECD Model 
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